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Note : This question paper has two Sections—

Section A and Section B. Both Sections are 

compulsory.  

Section—A 

1. Fill in the blanks by choosing the correct 

answers from the choices given below : 15×1=15  

(conductor, insulator, gases, air, temperature, 

tap, conservator, steel, forced, delta, humidity, 

short circuit, creepage, maintenance, survey) 

(i) Quality of SF6 gas is checked by its 

................. content. 
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(ii) In ACSR conductor, central core is  

of .................... . 

(iii) Dog is the trade name of ................. . 

(iv) Due to fault inside the transformer ............. 

may be formed. 

(v) Dry type transformers are .............. cooled. 

(vi) Earthing switches are provided at various 

locations to facilitate .................... . 

(vii) Secondary voltage of transformer is 

controlled by changing transformer 

................. . 

     (viii) Large transformers require ................ oil 

cooling. 

(ix) Primary of transformer winding is 

generally connected in .................. . 

(x) Before installation of line ................. needs 

to be carried out. 

(xi) Disc ................ may be made of toughened 

glass. 

(xii) The bus bar should be able to carry 

expected maximum load current without 

exceeding .................. limit. 

     (xiii) An insulator is specified by its ................. 

distance. 

(xiv) Circuit breaker can interrupt large 

................ current. 
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(xv) .............. is provided for expansion and 

contraction of oil in transformer. 

2. Write True or False for the statements given 

below :    10×1=10 

(i) Isolators can’t be operated unless the 

corresponding breaker is in closed position. 

(ii) Resistance of transformer winding is very 

high. 

(iii) The fault on HT lines are far less than 

compared to LT Lines. 

(iv) Purified water with low resistance value is 

used for live line washing. 

(v) An MRI is an advanced electronic meter. 

(vi) Transformer is a static device. 

(vii) Concrete poles are more expensive than 

wooden poles. 

     (viii) Electricity is often generated at 11 kV by 

generators. 

(ix) Defects in CT and PT circuiting result 

technical losses. 

(x) Power transformers and distribution 

transformers differ in design. 

3. Match the following given below in Column A 

with Column B : 5×1=5 

Column A Column B 

(a) Circuit breaker (i) Load 
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(b) Meter tampering (ii) Conductor 

(c) AAAC (iii) Load current 

(d) Diversity factor (iv) Charging 

current 

(e) Isolator  (v) Magnet 

Section—B 

Note : Answer any eight questions from the 

following. 8×5=40 

4. What do you understand by transmission grid ? 

5. Differentiate between power cable and control 

cable. 

6. Write a brief note on Hot Line maintenance. 

7. What short term measures can be taken for 

technical loss reduction ? 

8. List some important reasons of DTR failures. 

9. What are the roles of instrument transformers ? 

10. Write a brief note on Buchholz Relay. 

11. Describe about ring main system. 

12. How are the feeders different from a 

distribution line ? 

13. Why DC system is required in a substation ? 

How is it provided there ? 
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(i) SF6 ]

(ii) ª

(iii) ] ª

(iv) ª

(v) ª

(vi)

(vii) ª

ª ª

     (viii)

ª

(ix) ª
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(x) ]

(xi)

(xii)

     (xiii)

(xiv) ]

(xv) ª

10×1=10 

(i) ]
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(ii) ª

(iii)

(iv)

(v) ª

(vi) ª

(vii)

     (viii)

(ix)

(x) ª ª
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5×1=5 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

8×5=40

ª
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